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Harrison Gill: All-Star Athlete & Scholar

The Yale-bound Gill is as successful in the classroom as he is on the court. by Arden Cohen
“It came down to the
final match, in an electrifying battle at The Penn
Charter school in Philadelphia, PA. It was tied at
three games and we were
relying on junior Albert
Nguyen. With a quick
flick of the wrist and a fist
pump, the crowd was on
its feet. He had won the
match against St. Paul’s,
making Darien the New

understood the rewards
that come with hard work
and what it truly means
to compete,” Gill said.
When asked if Gill’s competitiveness ever seeped
into their friendship, senior Ethan Ehlers, said:
“I see it in the little things,
whether it’s racing me
through the door, saying
the last joke, or beating
me in a witty comment.”

“Although he is at the top of the
class and clearly top of his sport,
you wouldn’t know it from
sitting and talking with him.”
- AP Chemistry teacher Mr. Fred Vital, on
Gill’s humility
England Division 2 champions and it was great to
be a part of it!” Despite
being victorious in three
national Championships,
and being ranked 3rd
nationally for boys under nineteen, this team
victory is what stood out
to Harrison Gill as being
one of his favorite moments of his 18 years. Gill
is widely known around

However, Ehlers and senior Ryan Jones both
emphasized that Gill is a
“great guy who loves to
chill and doesn’t let his
success get to his head.”
Gill’s former AP Chemistry teacher, Mr. Fred Vital, also attested to Gill’s
humility by explaining
that, “although he is at
the top of the class and
clearly top of his sport,

Gill watches the 2016
Turkey Bowl with his
friends.
school for his athleticism,
big smile, and friendly
“hellos,” consisting of
“what’s up ,beast?” or
“looking fast.”
Gill started squash
at the young age of six,
and instantly fell in love

you wouldn’t know it
from sitting and talking
with him.”
Gill’s current weekly
schedule consists of playing squash or working out
for two hours a day with
his coach, his trainer, his

“Without squash I definitely
wouldn’t have understood the
rewards that come with hard
work and what it truly means
to compete.”
- Harrison Gill

with the fast-paced flow
of a match and the strategic thinking required.
Although Gill was immediately intrigued by
the sport, it was not until the Youth 13 National
Championships-- where
he won-- that he began to
understand the focal role
squash would play in his
future: “Without squash
I definitely wouldn’t have

father, or by himself. In
addition, Gill’s rigorous
school schedule, including Multivariable Calculus, AP Physics Mechanics, AP Lang, AP Spanish,
and Computer Science,
provides him with three
to four hours of homework a night. According
to Jones, despite Gill “not
having a lot of free time,
when he does, he donates

it to various
clubs
I’m
in with him
like DECA,
the business
club, and the
Youth Asset Team.”
Contrary to
what his lifestyle indicates, “Harrison
has
no problem
relaxing. We
don’t always
have to be
doing something when
we hang out,
he’s cool doing
nothing besides
being with
his friends,
talking, and
watching
TV,” Jones
said. Ehlers
agrees that
this is definitely one of
his favorite
things about
Gill as well.
About every other weekend, Gill
leaves town with his father in order to compete
in squash tournaments

around the country and
even beyond. This previous summer, Gill had
the honor of representing the US in the World
Junior Championships in
Poland.
“I never
would
h a v e
had the
opportunity
to go to
all these
places
a n d
meet all
sorts of
different people,” Gill
s a i d .
D u r ing the
tournament,
Gillwas
able to
h a n g
out with
squash
p lay e rs
of
the
s a m e
a g e
from all

Gill played soccer early on
in his high school career
before he began to focus
solely on playing squash.

Gill’s talents are not
around the world, including Egypt and Pakistan. limited to the court. DurEven though the US team ing his first years of high
did not come out on top, school, he was a very talented soccer player, but
was forced to retire in
order to focus more intensely on pursuing his
squash career.
Gill has also distinguished himself as a top
student in his classes.
Mr. Vital was able to see
how Gill’s leadership on
the court translated into
how Gill confronted the
often chaotic situations
presented by a lab. “Although I have never witnessed Harrison play, I
can tell from his behavior
in the lab that he can lead
a group through an experiment. He can divide
the group to be efficient,”
Vital said.
Teammates and teachers both commend Gill for
his problem-solving skills
and focused approach to
squash and academics.
Gill will never forget go- Gill looks forward to joing to a Polish casino, and ing his teammates at Yale
although he only played on the squash court this
with fifteen dollars, or upcoming season and
“100 zloty,” it made him plans to study Math and
Economics.
feel like a high roller.
N

The pace of and strategy involved
in squash motivated Gill to pursue
the sport.
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Kaitlyn Kutz: Sharp-shooting Cadet

Balancing her passions and leading others has directed Kutz to her target, West Point. by Mary Lawrence Huffman
Everyone has a passion, but how far do they
take it? Graduate Kaitlin Kutz’s passion for the
United States military
has served as the foundation for her extensive accomplishments throughout high school. For the
past four years, Kutz has
dedicated a significant
amount of time to two organizations: the United
States Naval Sea Cadets
Corps and Precision Rifle
Training.
Kutz joined Sea Cadets the summer before
freshman year, unaware
of how much the organization would change her
life and alter her future.
As a freshman, Kutz went
to her first training experience, Flagship, a multiday competition between
different Sea Cadet units
that includes a color
guard competition, a
Morse code competition,
and a shooting competition. This initial involvement in Sea Cadets was
a turning point: immediately after joining Sea
Cadets, Kutz knew she
wanted to join the United
States military.
The summer before her
sophomore year, Kutz attended a two-week-long
boot camp on the Fort
Devens army base in Fort
Devens, Massachusetts,
where she lived in the barracks and petty officers

where she trained with
Sea Cadets across the
nation and Coast Guard
students in the middle of
their summer. Recently,
Kutz staffed three boot
camps.
Kutz is a strong leader
and applies her depth of
experience to help other
Sea Cadets. Kutz is the
Leading Petty officer for
the Stamford Sea Cadets
Unit, the highest rank in
the program. During the
summer of 2016, Kutz
was in charge of an entire recruit division composed of 35 high school
students and 25 middle
school students. Kutz’s
current commanding officer, Miguel Amadiz,
said: “Her development
as a responsible citizen
and leader has been phenomenal. She is goal-oriented and strives for perfection in everything she
does. I admire most her
leadership ability at such
a young age. She leads a
group of 30+ Sea Cadets
of her peers to accomplish any task flawlessly!
I can count on her without hesitation.”
Even with so many accomplishments from Sea
Cadets, Kutz has yet another specialty: riflery.
Kutz began training with
Precision Rifle Training
at the beginning of freshman year because of her
involvement in Sea Ca-

“She is goal-oriented and
strives for perfection in
everything she does...”

- Miguel Amadiz, Kutz’s commanding officer
dets. Kutz is a member
of four different shooting
teams and is the captain
of her Niantic, Connecticut team. Kutz’s coach,
Lisette Grunwell Lacey,
said: “[Kutz] is a fierce
competitor but then a loving and supportive team
captain who always has
an eye out for her teammates.” Niantic, Connecticut happens to be two
and a half hours away,
so Kutz travels a long
distance every Thursday
in order to improve her
shooting game and lead
others from 6-10PM.
Kutz practices in Bridgeport on Tuesdays and Cos
Cob on Fridays, with a
similar
Kutz with friend, routine.
K u t z
John Butcher. s a i d :
“ F o r
the past
f o u r
years,
shooting has
always
been my
Friday.”
Training never ends
for Kutz
-- she is
always
trying to
improve
h e r
shooti n g
skills
every

trained her. Kutz learned
how to navigate smallboat operations during
the winter of her sophomore year at Seamanship,
an entire course dedicated to nautical training.
When talking about leadership training through
the Sea Cadets Petty Officer Leadership Academy,
Kutz said: “It was one of
the hardest weeks of my
life. Everyone has a clipboard and is writing everything down about you.
They are trying to get
you to crack, but also to
build you up as a leader.”
Later, Kutz went on the
USCGC Eagle, a barque
ship for the Coast Guard,

Kutz enjoys a moment in
the great outdoors.
single day, shooting on a
target system in her basement if she does not go
to practice. Coach Lacey
said: “[Kutz] has been
one of the most dynamic

At Darien High School,
Kutz is a member of the
Support Our Soldiers
Club, marching with other Sea Cadets at the 9/11,
Veterans Day, and Me-

ily members who have
served. “It’s where I’m
most comfortable and
where I need to be,” Kutz
said.
Kutz already has a detailed plan for her time at
West Point. Kutz wants
to major in Life Science,
Psychology, or Chemical
Engineering. Kutz also
has three career paths
planned out: to work in
the Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) and conducts forensics on explosives, to be a nurse
or physician’s assistant,
or to work in the United
States Intelligence community in the area of psychology. Kutz is required
to serve five years of active duty in exchange for
her education at West
Point. The possibilities
are endless for Kutz, and
with her track record of
hard work, dedication,
discipline, and success,
Kutz will be successful
no matter what path she

“West Point is certainly getting one of
our country’s up-and-coming leaders.”
- Lisette Grunwell Lacey, Kutz’s coach

and bright young ladies I
have had the pleasure of
coaching.” Kutz also has
the highest qualification
for rifle and pistol in Sea
Cadets.
Distinguished is an
understatement
when
it comes to describing
Kutz’s riflery career. Kutz
achieved the highest
award for a junior from
the NRA, Distinguished
Expert, and is in the process of achieving Distinguished Rifleman, which
she can officially receive
once she turns 21. At the
Camp Perry Open this
past January, Kutz placed
third Junior and third Junior Team. Kutz has three
national titles in the NRA
Smallbore Rifle Championships. Kutz is a threetime state champion for
girls and won overall in
the NRA advanced shooting camp this past summer. Kutz won the Army
Marksmanship Unit New
England Championships
last year and was second
in the West Point League
last year. Her latest accomplishment was at
the Canadian Grand Prix
Nationals where she won
overall. This was her first
international
competition as well as the last
match of her high school
career. John Butcher, a
fellow Sea Cadets member and friend, said: “It
is really incredible what
Kaitlyn has accomplished
and everyone is super
proud of her and the person she has become.”
“I prioritize them 5050,” Kutz said on balancing Sea Cadets and rifle.
Balance is key in Kutz’s
life; with intensive rifle
ry practice hours and Sea
Cadets meetings, Kutz
has developed a proficiency in being productive during school. She
completes the bulk of her
homework during her
free periods.

morial Day assemblies.
Kutz also plays the clarinet for the DHS Band.
Kutz will attend the
United States Military
Academy at West Point
this fall. “I think that
the best part about West
Point is the structure. I
won’t have time to get
sidetracked,” Kutz said.
Kutz is in the middle of
a rigorous training program for West Point in
order to be prepared for
seven weeks of cadet basic training this summer.
Kutz said: “I am used to
the yelling and I know
what the upperclassmen are looking for. I’m
not really that nervous.
I know it is going to be a
huge challenge, but I am
more excited than nervous.”
Basic training is notorious for being harsh and
demanding, yet Kutz is
more than ready to conquer the next step because of all the skills
she has acquired
throughout high
school. Kutz is already anticipating
the training test
that she will be
given once she arrives this summer,
and is completing an eight-week
training
schedule that she constantly updates as
she improves the
number of pushups, pull-ups, and
sit-ups she is able
to complete in a
certain amount of
time.
West Point recruited Kutz to
shoot on the Rifle
Precision Team.
Kutz knew she
wanted to go into
the military immediately
after
joining Sea Cadets and because
of her many fam-

decides to take. Officer
Amadiz said: “She definitely has a bright future
and we all look forward
to seeing what she will
achieve in life.” Furthermore, coach Lacey said:
“West Point is certainly
getting one of our country’s up and coming leaders.”
Reflecting on the impact Sea Cadets and rifle
has had on her life, Kutz
said: “I really don’t know
where my life would be. I
wouldn’t have ended up
where I am today without
Sea Cadets and shooting.” Kutz characterized
her high school experience as “different,” and
said: “It has been hard
not having a lot of time,
but it has definitely paid
off.” When asked for any
words of wisdom to give
her graduating class,
Kutz immediately said
her motto for rifle:
“Always give everything your hardest N

“For the past four
years, shooting has
always been my
Friday,” Kutz said.
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Justin Plank: Football, Fires, and First-Aid
How football and volunteerism has shaped Plank’s high school experience.

are what will really stick ly training sessions along
with me forever,” Plank with frequent drills. In the
said. Since freshman year, fire truck he responds to
Plank has served on over motor vehicle accidents,
500 emergency calls and is wood fires, structure fires,
on duty at least three days and activated fire alarms.
Whenever Plank has free
per week.
Senior Carl Hunter has time, you can be sure to
volunteered
alongside spot his beloved gold 2003
Plank at Post 53 since Chevy Tahoe in the NHFD
freshman year. The two parking lot.
“I think my high school
have developed an inseparable bond and it’s rare career was shaped by volto find one without the unteering in the sense that
other. “Justin is not only I’ve had a lot of real life exa friend, but also a source periences; I’ve seen things
of support, laughter, and that have matured me as
confidence. Anyone who a person. I’ve also had the
knows Justin as a class- opportunity to do a lot of
mate, teammate, friend, cool stuff. I’ve driven an
ambulance with all the
or sibling could
tell you he has
a heart of gold,” Plank participates in
Hunter said.
frequent simulation drills
Nancy
Her- through NHFD.
ment from Coach Rob Tri- ling, the directer
fone, Plank and the rest of of Post 53, has
his teammates make their worked closely
way onto the field. The alongside Plank
sounds of crushing metal since he joined
and the blare of ambulance the organization
sirens from the morning in 2013. “Justin
are drowned out by the is always posicheers of his classmates in tive and ready
the student section. The for any job.
team would go on to win His gifts as an
41-16. Whether on the am- EMT were clear
bulance, firetruck, or foot- early on and
ball field, Plank has been he quickly bean extraordinary member came a standmember.
of the Darien community out
Justin is an irover the last four years.
Plank joined Darien replacable asset
EMS - Post 53 in the eighth to the organizalights and sirens on, I’ve
grade. At the age of six- tion whether he
teen, Plank completed the is giving patient care, driv- given people treatment to
gruelling 160 hour emer- ing the ambulance, or serv- save their lives, I’ve cut up
gency medical technician ing as a mentor to younger cars, and I get to do what
every little boy dreams of
class and countless state members,” Herling said.
Plank’s interest in Post doing: ride in a fire truck.
examinations, earning his
I think all of these
things have helped
me grow from child
into a young man,”
Plank said.
When Plank isn’t
responding to an
emergency in town,
he is conditioning
for football season.
“I started playing
- Justin Plank
football in 3rd grade
Connecticut EMT certifi- 53 sparked when his older and I fell in love with the
cation. He now serves as a brother took the EMT class game. What made it special
driver on the ambulance. at Post for the fire depart- was the bonds I made with
“Post has definitely been a ment. While volunteering the guys I played with; we
memorable part of my high at Post has been a fairly knew we could trust each
school career. I’ve been on newer experience for Plank, other and that everyone
a lot of cool calls, and get- he has been surrounded by would do their jobs. We
ting to drive an ambulance fire apparatus since he was don’t let each other down
by my junior year in high a child. “My dad has been a because we’re always workschool was really special. member at NHFD for more ing together as a team,”
What I value the most from than 35 years, so I grew up Plank said.
Plank has played football
my experiences there are there. It has always been a
the memories and friend- dream of mine since I was a at DHS each year of his
ships I’ve made. I’ll remem- little kid to be a firefighter,” high school career. Football is notorious for its
ber the cardiac arrest and Plank said.
At the fire department, rigorous practice schedule
the heroin overdose calls,
but the friends I have made Plank participates in week- and off-season lifting and

Family comes first for
Plank-- when his brothers
are home, they are always
cheering him on.

It is 2:58 AM on a Friday
in the middle of October.
The sleepy town of Darien,
its streets blanketed in
wet leaves and its citizens
slumbering in their favorite
flannel pajamas, is awoken
by the Noroton Heights
Fire Station’s blaring fire
sirens. Simultaneously, the
voice of a dispatcher rings
through the Post 53 headquarters. “Dispatch to Post
53 and Noroton Heights
Fire Department, respond
to I-95 southbound at exit
10 for motor vehicle accident, rollover with injuries.”
Senior Justin Plank rolls
out of his bunk bed in
the boys dorm of Post 53
and lets out an exasperated sigh. As the starting
defensive tackle for the
Wave football team, the
last thing Plank needed
was an interruption to his
sleep cycle the night before a big game. The team
had yet to lose this season,
and they were scheduled
to face fellow FCIAC team
Danbury that night. Nevertheless, Plank laced up his
boots and jumped into the
driver’s seat of the ambulance, sirens screeching as
he drove to the scene of the
accident.
Just sixteen hours later,
it’s 6:58 PM, and Plank sits
with the rest of the football
team in the boy’s locker
room at DHS. Nerves fluttered in his stomach, a mixture of the artificial energy
from the supersized Red
Bull he had just consumed
and the pure adrenaline
and excitement precursing
the event he had been waiting for all week. Following
a few words of encourage-

The starting defensive
tackle, Plank has played
football for nine years.

by Ellie Nelson

“I’ve driven an ambulance with all the
lights and sirens on, I’ve given people
treatment to save their lives; I’ve cut up
cars, and I get to do what every little boy
dreams of doing: ride in a fire truck.”

Plank and Hunter have
been best friends since
their freshman year.

conditioning requirements.
“The football season never
really ended,” Plank joked.
However, Plank was able
to balance volunteering
and football with ease. “If I
could describe high school
in one word for me it would
probably be ‘busy.’ That
being said, by just taking
things day by day and not
stressing out too much over
the little things, I was able
to manage my time pretty
well,” Plank said.
Plank heads off to Vermont Tech in the fall to
study Diesel Power Technology, but he plans to return to Darien later in life.
“I definitely see myself

staying in the area. I plan
on working in mechanics.
I like big trucks,” Plank
laughed. As he departs, he
will always keep the morals
he acquired in high school
with him forever.
“Playing football and volunteering at the fire department are actually pretty
similar-- both of them required a lot of teamwork
and trust. You can’t play
football on your own and
you can’t do a lot of things
on the fire truck alone.
The friends I have made
through these activities are
better described as brothers to me. I will never forget all of the friends I have
made during all of the time
I spent at Post, either,”
Plank said.
Likewise, it is doubtful
that Plank will be forgotten by the people he has
affected. “Justin will be
my friend for life. Justin is
above all a loving, caring,
and productive member of
the Darien community, and
the mark he has made
here will last.” Hunter
said.
N
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Catharine Morgan: Riding High

An accomplished equestrian, Morgan juggles school with a demanding training schedule. by Taylor Davis

Catie Morgan is an accomplished horseback rider, an
aspiring veterinarian, and a
scholar who somehow gets
to sleep at 9:30 every night.
Morgan started horseback riding when she was
in second grade. Her aunt
lives in Canada and owns a
horse farm with 20 horses
and this is where she got
hooked. “I fell in love with
riding because I found a way
to combine my passion for
animals with my interests
in sports. The multitude of
activities you can do with
horses definitely interested
me, and then you combine
their personalities and I
was sold,” Morgan said.
She then joined New Canaan Mounted Troop which
is located in New Canaan.
She wasn’t able to get into
the riding program, so she
spent a year working at the
barn. In seventh grade Morgan switched to a different
barn in North Salem where
she leased her first horse.
The long car ride back and
forth to North Salem every day ended up getting in
the way of her school work.
Therefore, she switched
to a barn that was closer
to home, Silvermine Farm
in Norwalk. She currently
rides at this barn under the
professional
instruction
of Charlotte Nagel. Nagel
commented on Morgan’s
success as a horseback rider
and said: “Catie’s success is
due to her complete focus.
From the first day I met her
she had short and long term

there is cross country] and
you have more solid objects
and it is more about time.
It is also about making sure
you’re being careful about
different variables.”
Morgan bought her first
horse, Vico, at the end
of freshman year. Vico
brought Morgan through
to Prelim. There are levels
corresponding to eventing.
The order of the levels are:
beginner novice, novice,
training, preliminary, intermediate, and advanced.
Morgan is currently competing at Prelim which is
an accomplishment for her
age. Within that there are
also international events.
Morgan competed at an international event this past
summer. She did a one star
at this event which is similar, but more difficult than
Prelim.
Eventually Morgan had to
cut ties with Vico and sell
him because he was getting old and couldn’t keep
up with her immense talent. She then went on to
purchase one of her current horses, Willie. “He is
an Irish Sport Horse and he
is a really talented jumper.
He is not super fancy on
the flat, but he has a heart
of gold and he is super playful,” Morgan said.
As I was talking to Morgan
her passion for horses really
came through. In an upbeat
and heartfelt tone she said:
“A lot of people are intimidated by them. I swear to
god they are like big dogs. I

the barn during Willie’s first tying-up episode. Also Morgan’s
other current horse,
Q, had a temperature
of 104.7 one time, so
she spent the night
going back and forth
between the barn and
her house every two
hours. “I think this is
an interesting component of riding because
you can’t get only the
good days: you have
your own injuries and
you have the horse’s
injuries,”
Morgan
said.”
Perseverance is a
major aspect of horseback riding. “That is
what I like about it.
The courageousness
and the perseverance
that comes with it
because even if you
mess up in one phase,
you always have to go
on to the next phase.
It forces you to not
dwell on your past
rides.”, Morgan said.
There have been
multiple times when Morgan has had to persevere.
One time while riding her
horse Vico, she had an awful stadium round. She
didn’t have a great warmup, and Vico almost ended
up landing on one of the
fences. Morgan commented
on this day and said: “it was
just a disaster day. I wanted
to withdraw. I wanted to
stop, but my trainer pushed
me to keep going. It was

“Catie is willing to do whatever it takes to be the
best athlete she can be.”
-Coach Charlotte Nagel

goals. And as she meets
those goals she has more.
She is willing to do whatever it takes to be the best
athlete she can be.”
Morgan rode at the lower
levels with the first horse
that she leased and then
eventually got drawn into
eventing. Eventing can be
termed as an “equestrian
triathlon.” Eventing involves working with the
horse on the flat and over
fences. There are three
phases: dressage, cross
country, and show jumping.
Morgan reflected on eventing and said: “[with show
jumping] you go a little bit
higher and you want to be a
little bit more careful. [Then

play tug of war with Willie.
That is one of my favorite
things about horses-- they
are just really playful and
fun to be around.”
Horses can be full of fun,
but there is also a level of responsibility that comes with
owning a horse. Morgan has
to deal with issues everyday
at the barn as horses are not
easy animals to take care
of. Morgan’s horse, Willie, has a muscle disorder
PSSM 2, which means that
his muscles contract and
then don’t un-contract. Five
days after Morgan bought
Willie he tied up and it took
a month for him to fully recover. Morgan even ended
up spending the night at

A downpour makes an
ethereal backdrop to a decidedly
soggy dressage competition.

fine and we ended up finishing in fourth.” Morgan also
faced many challenges with
her one star. It was in Morgan’s words another “disaster day.” Her horse turned
around in the trailer and
cut himself on his back leg,
she missed jogs, and she
memorized the wrong test
for dressage. “ A lot of stuff
went wrong. It was also
pouring when I was riding,”
Morgan said. A picture of
Morgan riding in the rain
ended up in the magazine,
Eventing Connect.
Morgan has not only had
outstanding
experiences
with eventing but also with
riding around the globe.
She rode across the out-

Morgan confidently guides her
mount over a cross country
fence at an event.

back in Australia for five
days when she was seven.
She also got to ride across
the desert in Jordan for a
week. “They were both surreal experiences because
your entire day was spent
riding. Although, when we
were crossing the desert on
Arabs, we definitely went
much faster and I had the
opportunity to just gallop
until I was equally as winded as the horse,” Morgan
said.
Somehow between Morgan’s riding schedule and
her rigorous course load
she still gets to bed at 9:30
PM. When I asked Morgan
how she balances riding
and school she said: “I just
feel like you have to learn
what is important in your
life. I give a lot of precedent
to riding, but I have only
missed one day of school my
entire high school career.
School is a huge priority for
me.” When Morgan was discussing her sleeping schedule her friend, Thea Bolton,
interjected and said: “She
kicked me out her house at
8:00 PM.” Morgan loves
horses but she also loves
sleep more than anything
else. I think we can all agree
that we want to be just as efficient as Morgan.
Morgan will be attending
Colgate University next year
and plans to join Colgate’s
equestrian team. However,

she will not be riding as rigorously as she is now. She
also plans on being a veterinarian and has wanted to
do that ever since she was
in first grade. She used to
spend summers shadowing
her aunt and uncle. She interned at Grand Prix Equine
this past summer. Morgan
also emphasized how working with a horse is like being a vet. “All riders have to
act as mini-vets: you need
to recognize not only the
baselines for your horses,
but how to recognize when
they are slightly off,” Morgan said.
Morgan is a unique DHS
student. She is a successful horseback rider who has
been featured in a magazine
and who has ridden alongside Olympians. “What I
find pretty unique to riding
is that we compete against
professionals. There are
events where I’ll be warming up side-by-side with
an Olympian or they’ll enter the ring as I’m exiting,”
Morgan said.
Being a horseback rider
has allowed Morgan to be an
adaptable person who can
be flexible when problems
arise. “Having horses has
definitely made me more
aware of planning ahead,
but then being adjustable
if things don’t go as
planned.”Morgan
said.
N
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Mila Escajadillo: Globetrotting Class Act

From MUN president to multilinguist, Escajadillo is poised for continued success. by Madeleine Ostertag
Raising her placard to be
recognized to speak, Escajadilo
represents the Russian Federation
at the Yale-National University of
Singapore MUN Conference.

On a recent Wednesday
morning, a group of 21 seniors drained in from the
pre-7:40 bell hallways to
take their places in A101A.
The class: Multivariable
Calculus. Among them, an
emphatic greeting is heard
from Mila Escajadillo: “Hey,

chapter of Mu Alpha Theta
(the United States math
honors society), incoming
Dartmouth freshman, linguist, and certified group
fitness instructor.
Thursdays after school a
groups of about 20 students
gather in a second floor G

“I would say the best thing about
Mila is the way she affects
everyone around her.”
- Izzy Coughlin

fam!” It is this overwhelming sense of unabashed sincerity and enthusiasm that
has allowed Escajadillo to
seamlessly integrate into
the class of 2017 as a junior
year transfer. One of her
closest friends, senior Izzy
Coughlin, attested to her
personality: “I would say
the best thing about Mila is
the way she affects everyone around her. She always
brings out the best in people and makes everyone feel
happy and important.”
In addition, Escajadillo is
Darien High School’s unofficial globetrotter, having
moved to Darien the summer prior to junior year
from Singapore. Neirad sat
down with Escajadillo to
get to better know the senior behind the revitalization of DHS’s Model UN
club, the founder of DHS’s

Wing classroom. Escajadillo takes her place at the
front of the classroom. On a
given day the tasks are varied, from moderated caucuses discussing child soldiers to resolution-drafting
on nuclear weapons. When
Escajadillo isn’t prepping
for the next Model UN
meeting, or practicing her
clarinet for band, Escajadillo is like many of her peers.
“I like to hang out with my
friends. And I spend a lot
of time on BuzzFeed,” Escajadillo said. This past fall,
Escajadillo also became a
certified group fitness instructor.
As the president of DHS’s
Model UN club, Escajadillo
has demonstrated an untiring commitment. From the
seventh grader, who admittedly was “forced into
joining” by an overzealous

teacher, Escajadillo’s participation in Model UN has
become her “constant that
really transcends where
I have lived.” While Escajadillo considers the club
as where she made her first
friends, starting at DHS,
Escajadillo “didn’t know
what to expect.” Escajadillo
admitted that “growing up
abroad, my perception of
Americans was mostly from
movies, like Mean Girls. I
was totally convinced that I
was going to be eating lunch
in a bathroom stall.” And
while her transition was
“definitely an adjustment,”
Escajadillo “couldn’t have
asked for a better experience. While it’s sometimes
hard when my friends reminisce and I wasn’t there, everyone was so welcoming.”
Coming into DHS from
an internationally ranked
Model UN club in Singapore, where the group numbered 100, was “weird,”
Escajadillo said. Yet her
passion for international relations, cultivated growing
up predominantly in Latin
America, has motivated Escajadillo to bring her experience and shape the club to
“get out there a little more.”
“We’re going to three conferences this year, which
is exciting,” Escajadillo
added, her face lighting up
with her infectious smile.
Senior Brendan Berrigan,
Model UN’s secretary, attested to Escajadillo’s en-

Escajadillo poses with DHS’s 2016-2017 MUN club members.

during legacy in Darien: that my dad went to DHS,
“She totally revamped the too. He moved here halfModel UN club, which is way through sophomore
going to more conferences year and was a soccer star.
than it ever has before. It’s So Blue Wave Pride is in the
in a great place for this year family. Growing up though,
and many years going for- the only thing I knew in
ward. She also started Math Darien was Post Corner PizHonor Society and a Model za where we would stop on
UN program at the middle our way to visit my mom’s
school. Pretty remarkable family.” Escajadillo’s tranthe impact she’s had, espe- sition to DHS has demoncially given that she’s only strated her ability to succeed wherever she finds
been here for two years.”
On DHS’s chapter of Mu herself. Escajadillo’s sister,
Alpha Theta, Escajadillo ex- Cristina, a sophomore at
emplified her strong inter- DHS, affirmed that Mila alest in mathematics: “I knew ways gives everything her
I wanted to start a chapter all: “Throughout all of our
at DHS, so that we could moves, we’ve always been
recognize students, who are there for each other. She
really exceptional in math, is always able to make the
and plan fun events for the best of every move and she
really embraced our transistudent body, like Pi day.”
As the daughter of a tion to DHS.”
Escajadillo will be startsmall-town Massachusetts
mother and a Peruvian fa- ing at Dartmouth in the
ther, whose work at IBM fall, where her father went
has
led
their family across
the globe,
Escajadillo reflects
upon her
involvement in
Model
UN and a
potential
career
in international
relations
realistically: “I
think that
there’s a
certain
authent i c i t y
needed
to identify with
your government
and
I
Escajadillo, on her
just don’t
time
at DHS, “couldn’t
feel like
have
asked
for a better
I
could
experience.”
b r i n g
that.
I
just don’t
h a v e
strong enough ties to a par- as well. Her need for a college environment that was
ticular country.”
Indeed, Escajadillo was diverse and exciting moborn in Lima, Peru, and has tivated her to apply early
lived in Miami, FL, Bue- decision. “I was looking for
nos Aires, Argentina, Sao a college where students
Paulo, Brazil, and Singa- were excited to learning and
pore, before moving here. nerdy, but not awkward. It
“What’s actually funny,” worked out for me because
Escajadillo interjected, “is I want to have the opportunity to double major and
study abroad. The emphasis
on learning a language and
being aware of the world
around you was also really
important to me.”
Escajadillo
grew
up
speaking both English and
Spanish and learned Portuguese while living in Brazil.
Over the past four years,
Escajadillo has added Mandarin Chinese to her language repertoire.
Looking to the future,
Escajadillo is interested in
studying economics and
“something with math.
I definitely want to keep
learning languages.” Beyond that Escajadillo can
see herself as “totally NYCcorporate or something a
little more human, or creative.”
And if Escajadillo’s time
at DHS is any indication,
she will give nothing but
her best to succeed in the
years to come.
N
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Ari Singer-Freeman: On the Fast Track
Heading to UNC a year earlier than expected, Singer-Freeman has excelled at DHS. by Cord Fox
It was the first week
of December and junior
Ari Singer-Freeman had
just received some unsettling news: his dad
had just accepted a job
in North Carolina. While
this seems like it may be
good news for his family,
this caught Singer-Freeman off guard because he
would be moving away
from Darien and all his
friends. After three years
of being an active member in the Darien High
School community, Singer-Freeman’s run would
inevitably come to an end
when his family moved to
North Carolina.

thrived as a student.
When Singer-Freeman
first learned that he
would no longer be attending DHS as of June
2017, he was in disbelief.
Not only would the move
be difficult, but he would
also have to make a transition to a new school
with all new teachers and
courses. “I looked to try
to get around my dad’s
new job so I wouldn’t
have to go to a different high school,” SingerFreeman said. His solution to this problem was
to graduate early. Once
he established his plan,
Singer-Freeman had to

Singer-Freeman in action
on the hurdles during a
track meet.

“One of the
smartest players
on the field.”
- Soccer captain, Ben Bidell
Singer-Freeman’s resume at DHS is quite impressive. He is on both
the indoor and outdoor
track team as well as the
soccer team. He is also
an active member of the
Community
Council,
currently serving as the
Vice President, and of
debate club, participating in many of its events.
With such a busy schedule, many would think
it would be hard to do
well in the classroom,
but Singer-Freeman has
Singer-Freeman
is a starting right
back on the Blue
Wave varsity
soccer team where
his athleticism and
determination
make him a
valuable player.

go to his guidance counselor and start filling up
his schedule.
Since he was only a junior,
Singer-Freeman
couldn’t possibly fit all
the courses required to
graduate into his schedule. This meant that he
would have to enroll in
some online courses.
Singer-Freeman needed
another two semesters of
English and a semester of
Civics in order to graduate. Singer-Freeman has
a significant amount of

work from both DHS and
his online courses. Nevertheless, Singer-Freeman is still on the track
team and goes to practice
every day.
Singer-Freeman
has
also been immersed in
the application process.
Since he was notified in
December, Singer-Freeman was not able to apply early action or early
decision to any colleges.
Most seniors start their
applications in the summer and work on them
continuously until January. For
SingerF r e e man, he
only had
a month
to complete this
whole
process
and apply
to
all
the
schools
that he
wanted
to. Singer-Freeman was
admitted
to UNC
and will
be
enrolling
there in
the fall.
SingerFreeman
has been
involved
in Community
Council
throughout his
entire
time at
D H S .
He was
his class
officer
freshman and
sophom o r e
y e a r s
and now

he is the Vice President.
He attends weekly meetings where he always
brings good ideas on how
to make the school environment better and more
exciting. From helping
with homecoming to
planning the dodgeball
tournament,
SingerFreeman has contributed

He has been playing all
three sports throughout
his entire career at DHS
and he has been a crucial
part of those programs.
Singer-Freeman played
right back on the varsity
soccer team and started
in all the big games.
What sets Singer-Freeman apart from many of

“He is a very positive kid;
definitely well-liked by his
coaches and his team.”
-senior Kyle Fisher
many great ideas. The
Vice President’s job and
other executive positions
for the Community Council are normally held for
a senior. Singer-Freeman’s election attests to
how much people truly
like and trust him. So
far, Singer-Freeman has
proven his worth over his
tenure, coming up with
many great ideas and being an active member on
the council. “He assumes
all tasks and responsibilities without a complaint,
which is an extremely important leadership quality,” senior Izzy Howe
said. Howe works with
him on the Community
Council. Singer-Freeman
even goes above and beyond in his job: this past
January he helped organize and run the dodgeball tournament, which
was a senior class event.
“He didn’t let his position affect his dedication
to other classes’ events,
which was much appreciated on a hectic night,”
Howe said. Singer-Freeman has played an integral role in Community
Council and his efforts
will be missed next year.
Singer-Freeman is also
a three-season athlete,
playing soccer in the fall,
and doing indoor track
in the winter, and outdoor track in the spring.

the other athletes is his
work ethic: he is always
practicing and trying to
improve his game. Senior
soccer captain Ben Bidell
said: “He’s always been
a determined athlete.
In soccer he knows how
to take advantage of his
athleticism while at the
same time being one of
the smartest players on
the field.” All of this hard
work has earned SingerFreeman the spot of being a captain of the team
next year. The soccer
team will most definitely
miss Singer-Freeman’s
athleticism and leadership next year.
Singer-Freeman also
plays an important role
on the track and field
team. He specializes in
the 300 meter run and
hurdles. He often places
within the top five of his
event and helps the team
earn some much needed
points. “He is a very positive kid, definitely wellliked by his coaches and
his team members,” senior track member Kyle
Fisher said.
Singer-Freeman
will
graduate with the DHS
class of 2017. “I am going
to miss DHS
and I knew that
I wanted to
graduate from
here,” SingerFreeman said.
N
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Will Brandon: Mt. Southington to Mt. Sinai

Celebrating Brandon’s success in everything from groundbreaking cancer research to ski racing.
There are many figures
of speech used to describe
those students with the
enviable to be more than
proficient in many different activities and subjects.
Some may call them “Renaissance men” or “jacksof-all-trade”(. . . removing
the ‘master-of-none’ part),
but in many ways their
ability to transition among
many talents and abilities
defines them. We all know
one. These classmates just
seem to effortlessly handle
high school life, navigating an impressive laundry
list of activities, including varsity sports and volunteering. Here at Darien
High School there are many
students who accurately
fall under this category,
but none more obviously
than senior Will Brandon.
Whether it be his commitment to the varsity ski
team, his research on experimental chemotherapy
drugs as part of the Authentic Science Research (ASR)
program, or his work with
the New York City Urban
Debate League, Brandon
handles it all with aplomb.
Brandon began skiing for
the Blue Wave’s co-ed ski
team during his freshman
year here at DHS. Coached
by Mr. Brian Zeyer, the ski
team has been quietly successful during Brandon’s
tenure. Spending several
hours travelling to weekly
races and practices throughout the season, Brandon

Brandon navigating a panel slalom course
at Mount Southington. Ski racing serves as
his escape and as a model for adjusting to
challenges.

became co-captain of the
team, which continued to
find success this past season.
Despite Brandon’s commitment to skiing and his
heavy course load, he still
finds the time to engage
in perhaps the most timeconsuming and laborious
course offered here: ASR.
For those who don’t know,
ASR is a three-year inde-

worked hands on with the
drug over the summer of
2016. While most upcoming seniors were concerned
with college visits or planning how they were going
to slack second semester,
Brandon was doing legitimate research on a drug that
might soon help millions of
cancer patients. Though the
work was extremely delicate
and time-consuming, Brandon found
research
extremely
fulfilling:
“Cancer
and specifically
the development
of chemotherapy drugs has
always interested me. It’s
almost as if we’re using
cancer’s strengths against
it, exploiting the mutations
and abnormalities of the
specific strain in order to
kill it.” As to whether he will
continue on this science research track in the future,
Brandon isn’t sure. Brandon said: “I’m interested in
many different subjects and
drug research and development is just one of them.
Ultimately, I believe the
tools I have learned during
my journey with ASR will
help me excel in whatever
profession I choose.”
As if independent science
research and varsity athletics weren’t enough for

“I have always been an extremely deliberate
person...I attempt to go through life always
aware of the ramifications of my actions”
- Will Brandon

sought the seclusion of the
mountain to escape from
the pressures of his packed
schedule. But Brandon enjoys the intellectual side
of racing, too. Extremely
calculated in his decisionmaking, Brandon navigates
the course “adjusting for
irregularities” and “making each turn” while keeping “focused on the course
ahead.” He extends this calculated approach into his
own mantra: “I have always
been an extremely deliberate person. Just like in skiing where you must adjust
and deal with difficulties
as you go, I attempt to go
through life always aware of
the ramifications of my actions.” Last year, Brandon

by Sam HIckey

pendent research course
headed by Mr. David Lewis
and Ms. Christine Leventhal. From sophomore to senior year, students learn the
inner workings and skills of
real science research such as
studying specific subjects,
presenting journal articles,
and eventually conducting their own research with
the help of an independent
mentor. Brandon’s specific
topic focuses on the experimental chemotherapy drug,
rigosertib, and its effect on
the expression of anti-cancer proteins in cancer cells.
Performing his science research at the Icahn School
of Medicine at Mount Sinai
alongside his mentor, Dr.
Steven Cosenza, Brandon

Brandon, during the summer of 2015 he also became
involved with the New York
City Urban Debate League,
an organization whose mission is “to have every school
in NYC have a debate
team and every student
have access to the best
debate education opportunities.” As part of
multiple one to two week
programs, Brandon traveled to Columbia University as well as Hunter
College in New York City
and helped teach middle
school students a type of
debate known as “public
forum.” Public forum, as
Brandon describes it, “is
a very commonly used debate format where debaters argue the merits of a
certain topic, focusing on
the ramifications rather
than the philosophical
arguments of the topic.”
Brandon, with the help
of high school and college
debaters, served as as a
counselor for students to
ask questions about different topics and debate
strategies.
To those who know him,
Brandon appears to effortlessly juggle his packed
schedule; however, he admits it has not always been
painless: “There have been
times that I have wished
that I had taken an easier
route,” Brandon said.
For the time being, as he

moves on to his next chapter, Brandon believes his
difficult high school experience made all the difference in his success: “I feel
strongly looking back that

Tubes like these are
Brandon’s inspiration.
Who knows? Within this
little vial may be the cure
for cancer.

I wouldn’t have wanted to
fill my high school years any
other way.” Next year Brandon will attend Dartmouth
College where he hopes to
continue with many of the
activities that he enjoyed so
much in high school.
N

Brandon and his fellow
National Merit honorees
take a moment to
celebrate with Mrs.
Dunn.
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Jimmy Conroy: Producing His Passion
Conroy’s high school experience has been driven by all things musical.
Conroy
reads music
at his drum
set for a
new project.

Taking a drive with Jimmy Conroy is the best introduction to the quirks
and particulars that have
made him a musician. He’s
a nervous driver, and likely
to avoid talking too much
for fear of his inability to
do more than one thing at
a time. He’s likely to forget
his license, but not three extra pairs of running shoes
and four sets of splintering drumsticks wrapped in
scotch tape. If he’s picking
you up, expect him late,
because he needs to find
his keys. His self-confessed
“two left feet” will be occupied, but he’ll expertly tap
out rhythms on the steering wheel. He tries to match
an indie radio station to his
outfit, and when he talks, he
talks about music.
Conroy comes from a selfdescribed “big Irish family”
of artists, producers, and
oddball self-published writers making their way in the
creative industries. Even
his mother-- an elementary school teacher-- majored in film in college. His
older brother, Mickey, also
one of the Conroy breed of

Conroy and fellow
members of the
Verticals.

academic
misfits, is a
film major
at Emerson.
His
father
produces
television
commercials
(and plays a
lot of golf).
There always
seems to be a
lot going on
in the family.
“My parents
told me they
were going
to visit my
cousin’s new
baby
one
day. I hadn’t
even known
anyone was
pregnant,”
Conroy said.
But if there
are any gaps
in
familial
knowledge,
or
political discussions get too
heated
at
the Conroy’s
notorious
Thanksgiving dinner,
the
family
works out its
kinks with a little bit of bocce ball.
However, it’s not a relaxing endeavor. Conroys are
disreputably competitive,
and a loser or rule-breaker
receives neither mercy nor
forgiveness. “I have one
cousin who isn’t actually
bad at bocce ball, but had
one terrible play. So my dad
went out and bought a trophy… it’s a tiny toilet, and
he named it ‘The Martin
Cup’ after my cousin. Every
year we play one bocce ball
tournament and the loser
keeps the trophy for the
entire year.”(Unfortunately
for Conroy, the trophy has
spent some time in his
home).
But it was this family that
first instilled in Conroy a
musical drive, an ability
to move past failure, and a
desire to take an alternative path. “I started playing when I was 7 because
my brother and his friend
had just started playing
guitar and bass, respectively,” Conroy said. “and I
was hoping they’d ask me to
join a band with them. They
didn’t.”

Despite this early setback, Conroy took lessons
throughout his childhood,
but didn’t take his music
particularly seriously until being involved in a few
pseudo-bands in his late
middle-school years.
Conroy’s biggest
performing
musical achievement is his
now-retired band The
Verticals, which played
a successful circuit of
local gigs through Conroy’s sophomore and
junior year. “Every so
often I’ll be at a track
meet, or out in New
Canaan where we had
a big crowd, and someone will recognize me from
the Verticals,” Conroy said.
“Most people don’t realize
how much has to align to
even have the success that
we had.”
Conroy can quickly and
sharply lay out a personal
success handbook for aspiring musicians, still twiddling callused fingertips
to his constant internal
rhythm. Playing instruments well is only the first
step. A band that clicks,
which is an “arbitrary shot
in the dark,” according to
Conroy; then a concrete
sense of style for an audience to latch itself to (and
of course it must be genuine
to the artist’s interest as a
musician, but also pleasant
to an audience). The next
necessity is good catchy
songs in said style, that feel
familiar, but “not too familiar,” Conroy said; and
those songs must become
high quality, well-promoted
recordings. Playing a lot of
shows is important--but not
too many, or people will get
bored. “Given that we knew
nothing about marketing or
branding going into it… basically, we got really lucky,”
Conroy said. “The kind of
luck that isn’t replicable.”
But as Conroy enjoyed
musical success, he was
navigating a high school academic life he could never
seem to manage. Also from
a long line of boys with
ADHD, Conroy constantly
left class and once managed
to convince an SAT proctor to let him leave an exam
thirty minutes early, all
for an excuse to stand up.
He felt miserable in math
classes (which he managed
to avoid taking entirely his

by Claire Borecki
senior year-- he never made
it past algebra two). His
gifts were most apparent in
his English classes, where
he followed a constant honors/AP curriculum, and
was praised for his eloquent
contributions to class dis-

is mastering: balancing the
high and low frequencies
and stereo mix of the final
track and bringing it up to
standard volume.
Conroy has collected a
long list of clients as a producer over the past two

“Most people don’t realize how much
has to align to even have the success
that we had.”
-Jimmy Conroy on his retired band, The
Verticals

cussions, his creative pieces, and the inventiveness
and perception with which
he imbued his essays. But
his disorganization and
physical uncomfortableness
in the classroom often led
even the teachers of his best
classes to accuse him of laziness. Although he credits
English teachers like Ms.
Franny Bittman and Ms.
Suzanne MacLehose for
understanding and encouraging his talents, his most
constant support has been
the music department and
teachers like Mr. Christopher Andrade, who encouraged him to pursue music,
and seemed to best understand him.
It was in Mr. Andrade’s
chorus room where Conroy first explored music
production.“Production is
everything that happens
between the writing of a
song and the completion
of the recording,” Conroy
said. Depending on the artist, Conroy may be starting
with a very fleshed out piece
of music, “where there isn’t
much room for expansion,”
or he will start with something stripped down-- a
voice, or a singular instrument.
The first step in production is tracking: recording
what is already written.
For smaller projects, there
is layering: adding new instrumentation, or harmony
vocal tracks to fill out the
sound. “At this point most
professional
producers
hand off to a separate mixing engineer, but for local
work this is combined into
one person, who balances
the levels of the tracks,”
Conroy said. The final step

years, working on records
from local artists— a solo
release from fellow DHS senior Olivia Fordyce, demos
for Black Top Lines and
Anxious, and “a few loose,
one off projects,” Conroy
said.
Next fall, Conroy will be
pursuing a music industry
degree at Drexel. Conroy
hopes to work in some capacity with up-and-coming
artists-- his own attempt
to model the local producers who took him in as a
kid and helped him and his
bands gain experience. “I’d
also love to work in artist
management, or in scouting
for a venue or label,” Conroy said.
Despite the courage with
which he approaches a difficult and uncertain industry,
Conroy does face its pressures. “It’s really easy to be
insecure about musicianship,” Conroy said. This
applies most pertinently to
performance, because so
few achieve success. “I feel
like I haven’t found where I
fit best in the industry, and
am still looking at different jobs in the field. It also
feels like I didn’t get serious
early enough, and I always
feel like I’m behind,” Conroy said.
At the end of his senior
year, Conroy won the Louis
Armstrong jazz award. It
was a quiet accomplishment next to the success
of his music, but Conroy
understands the magnitude of the inventiveness,
dexterity, and five-decade
length of Armstrong’s career. He will continue to
cherish the award; it can
only be a sign of good things
to come.
N
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Courtney Lowe: Renaissance Woman

Hockey-star, trekker-extraordinaire, and artist savant are only on the first page of her resume. by CARSON HALABI
ed to hike for seven hours
in the dark. “All you can
see is the gravel ahead of
you and the boots of the
person right in front of
you and the dust. I wasn’t
even wearing my glasses!” Lowe recalled with
nostalgic
amusement.
“The stars are crystal
clear, which makes the
long hike so much better. And then you reach
Uhuru Peak which is just
100 yards from the top
of Kilimanjaro. It looks
like Mars because you’re
above the elevation line
where nothing grows,” ficult decision reached
Lowe said. “It’s like you’re through her involvement
with field hockey recruiting camps. “I knew very
little about colleges when
“It’s like you’re on an
I went into the college
search. Field hockey was
island surrounded by a
a perfect introduction
to it because everyone
sea of clouds.”
has recommendations,”
Lowe said. Although
- Courtney Lowe describing the
Lowe was interested in
inspiration for her mural
several liberal arts college with good field hockey programs, Amherst
on an island surrounded gave her the people and
shine.
by a sea of clouds.” The the academics that she
Behind this moun- inspiration for Lowe’s was looking for. “I really
tainous mural there is a mural came from the mo- liked the small communipainter-- senior Courtney ment just 100 yards away ty and in taking my next
Lowe-- and a story of her from the summit: a snap- step, I don’t want to sit
back on my heels. I want
ascent of Mt. Kilimanjaro shot in time.
The Kilimanjaro ad- to be forced to work and
and her life as an artist,
student, and athlete at venture is, however, only I know I’m probably goone of many for Lowe; ing to regret that at some
Darien High School.
Lowe’s daring hike to owing to the scores of point,” Lowe admitted.
This drive and selfthe summit of Mt. Kili- schoolwork and extramanjaro,
a
physical curriculars she must motivation has defined
coup reserved for only juggle during the school Lowe throughout her life
the most adventurous year, she prefers to keep in navigating high school.
souls, was during a sum- her summers reserved The concentration that
mer trip to Tanzania: an for true freedom and ad- she picked for her year
undertaking that is the venture. Of her intrepid of AP Art was faces,
product of a long-time ambitions, Lowe’s next something that viscerally
affinity for the outdoors. big goal is to complete embodied the struggle
There, her group went on “The American Chal- and tenacity Lowe felt
a safari and spent time lenge,” which entails bik- throughout high school.
“Junior
y e a r
was
so
tough. I
can hang
with long
nights
so I’d be
up
until 4 AM
finishing
two essays and
studying
for a test
on a Sunday night.
I
took
all these
random
selfies to
send to
my sister
Elisabeth
because
she’d be
up, too,”
L o w e
said.
“I
wanted
Lowe poses proudly atop to paint
in
Tanzania’s tallest mountain. them
watercolor and
at an orphanage with ing from South Carolina convey that feeling of
the trip then culminat- to California-- a feat that, helplessness.” Although
ing in a three-day hike at a minimum, requires many of her peers would
to the base camp and the one hundred miles a day, simply leave an assignsummit of Mt. Kiliman- stretched over six weeks. ment undone, opting injaro. Lowe described hik- “It’s what I’ve wanted to stead for the comfortable
ing toward a little green do my entire life. My sis- embrace of bed, Lowe
speck that gradually ter ended up doing it and had to finish. “Getting
grew bigger and bigger-- said it was everything I’d your work done is so important. My AP’s ‘face’
Kibo Hut, the base camp. dream of,” Lowe said.
In December, Lowe concentration showcases
In preparation for the
climb, the group went to decided on Amherst Col- the hard work that no
bed at five PM, got up at lege as her future for the one sees,” Lowe said.
Throughout
high
eleven PM, and proceed- next four years, a difAs you walk down the
second floor of C Wing,
one of Darien High
School’s most striking
mural catches your eye: a
line of backpackers hike
towards a jagged, snowy
peak, a fluffy cloud forest hovering at its base.
The sky begins to glow
red with the early dawn,
faintly illuminated by a
Tanzanian sun peeking
over the distant mountains. Depicted are the
vibrant, short-lived seconds in which the sun
breaks the horizon, purple darkness suddenly
replaced by brilliant sun-

Lowe’s mural capturing her
trek up Mt. Kilimanjaro.

school, Lowe has left few
stones unturned, participating in a broad slew of
activities that include
Authentic Science Research, AP Art, and captain of the field and ice
hockey teams. Maintaining a wide-reaching resume that bridges sports,
art, and research has,
impressively, not come
at the expense of quality
involvement;
she has
found her niche in many
subjects and places in the
Darien community, man-

relished every moment
of her journey. “When
things come together
and everyone passes well
and you think ‘Wow, that
was a great play!’ It’s all
worth it… being able to
trust the people behind
you is something that has
been fostered over years
to get to this point. It all
culminated this season,”
Lowe said, reflecting on
the 2016 season, where
despite Blue Wave Field
Hockey’s disheartening
loss in the FCIAC finals,

“Finding peace with where
you’re at is really important.
Not really worrying about the
next step, or what you’re miss
ing out on is vital to your success.”
- Courtney Lowe

aging to bring her bright
smile to all of them. That
she has been able to accomplish so much, without spreading herself too
thin, reflects a remarkable ability to make a decision and stick with it.
She has the profound attribute of knowing exactly what she wants-- and
doing whatever it takes to
ensure it becomes reality.
Though she is dedicated to many interests,
it is, arguably, sports that
have played the most critical role in shaping Lowe
as a person. In eighth
grade, Lowe decided to
begin playing field hockey, fairly late in a town
where near toddlers are
aggressively groomed for
athletics. Despite the difficulties of starting from
behind, the sport stuck
and she began playing
competitively. She chose
her position of forward
because of one drill at a
practice in eighth grade,
representing a decisive
moment for the aspiring
athlete. “In the drill, the
defense line up in the goal
and then they run out
and simultaneously the
forwards are spread out
around the circle, completely
outnumbering
the defense. I realized I
didn’t want to be the person running towards the
fired ball. I wanted to be
the person firing the ball.
I wanted to be the passer,” Lowe said. Although
there was more pressure
in Lowe’s field hockey career than in ice hockey,
Lowe has nevertheless

the team prevailed in the
state championship.
Leaving behind her legacy in the classroom-- on
the field, on the ice rink,
and on the very walls of
Darien High School-Lowe will move on to bigger and better things next
fall. As someone whose
academic and athletic
career has been marked
by resounding success,
Lowe offers words of wisdom that should be instructive to younger students: “Always take pride
in your work. Even the
small steps along the way
like organizing my binder... I say yes! because I
know it’s going to help
me later on.”
Lowe has enjoyed finding the faces of amazing
peers and teachers at
DHS. “I find a family every season of sports. I see
so many faces in the hallway... ‘I was on that team
with you. I was in that
class with you.’” In adding a final word, Lowe
said: “Finding peace
with where you’re at is
really important. Not really worrying about the
next step or what you’re
missing out on is vital to
your success.” Wherever
Lowe is, you can always
spot a bright smile on her
face, taking pleasure in
every moment at Darien
High School-- a bright
dose of optimism combined with drive
that will always
resonate with the
people who have
been lucky to get
to know her.
N
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Head and Shoulders Above the Rest

Class “Tall Men”, Casey Brown and Alex Preston, and Their Lifelong Friendship on and off the Court by Jack Tierney
and forced Preston to be a model
of success for a
new crop of basketball players in
the post-Marion
generation.
For Brown he
had always been
focused on baseball and he as well
as Preston had an
unbelievable work
ethic.
However,
his success came
more smoothly. He
was always one of
the taller kids and
generally
larger
kids in his class so
pitcher was a role
he assumed easily. Basketball is a
game of skill and
demanded a great
amount of time for
Preston to actually
master and apply
The dynamic duo in their
that skill. Brown
Preston and Brown posing
dominated immeyounger years.
before the beginning of
diately as a pitcher
their sophomore season.
Two seniors that tru- in the grade above him, because of his elite
ly embody the phrase but because of his “work size and strength.
“Twin Towers” are Casey ethic.” Goll was immedi- Justin Jordan, a
Brown and Alex Preston. ately reminded of Pres- DHS junior, reBoth are seniors who are ton practicing basketball: membered: “He used to stemmed from their
undoubtedly the tallest “He seemed to always be do freakish things, some- friendship and the fact
in their grade and have shooting around I don’t times in middle school I that both of them were
know why but that im- used to think he was like the middle school embeen for many years.
Alex and Casey start- age has always stuck 30 years old.” Brown’s bodiment of Dikembe
ed their friendship, like with me.” When Preston strength enabled him to Mutombo and Alonzo
many do, in the halls of first came into DHS, the be one of the best play- Mourning, two NCAA
Ox Ridge Elementary. boys basketball team was ers in his grade up until legend 7 footers who first
They quickly became coached by Kyle Mari- high school in which he coined the term, “Twin
transitioned Towers”. This one-two
friends. Brown and Pres- on and even had a state smoothly
ton bonded over their playoff run. The next year into varsity and as a ju- punch was insurmountlove of sports, particular- marked a dramatic shift in nior helped lead the team able for opposing defenses and continued to be a
force throughout their
basketball careers.
Brown’s
sophomore
year, he suffered a leg
injury that was scary
enough to prevent him
from playing basketball
-Senior teammate Carter Scott,
alongside Preston ever
again. Brown understood
reflecting on the pair’s middle school basketball dominance
the risks it would take to
continue his basketball
career. Brown looks for
ly basketball. Brown also the team: Marion had left in the FCIAC champion- continued success in his
baseball career when he
enjoyed his little league, and many of the seniors ship.
Both boys experienced enrolls at Fordham in the
demonstrating an elite had graduated, leaving
pitching ability. Preston Preston with an opportu- a great deal of success fall.
For Preston his path
played lacrosse, but con- nity to claim a leadership and yet they both have a
tinually found himself role. In this role Preston great respect for one an- to Pomona proved to be
drawn to the basketball assumed great responsi- other. Brown and Preston more difficult. Without
bility early on in his DHS played basketball togeth- the DHS basketball procourt.
Former DHS student career; Preston was to er for many years as cen- gram being as attracDean Goll, Preston’s lead a very young team, ters. Senior Carter Scott tive as lacrosse or footneighbor, said when he looking to him for leader- said: “They used to bully ball, success proved to
was growing up he al- ship. New incoming head teams in the paint-- some not come as easily. In
ways admired Preston coach Charoy Bentley games they were straight Preston’s junior year the
team managed to make
not because he was so named Alex a captain in up unguardable.”
This
chemistry it into the state tournafunny or because he was just his sophomore year

“They used to bully teams in the paint-- some
games they were straight-up unguardable.””

ment, but fell first round
to the incredibly strong
Hillhouse. This year held
more promise with one
of the more talented rosters the school has ever
seen. Head coach Charoy
Bentley had nothing but
praise for Preston: “Al
is a veteran at this point
and we really appreciate
all the time and commitment he’s put into the
program.” Preston’s hard
work and dedication
helped to bring the team
to its success as Eastern
Division champions this
year.
Both Brown and Preston have achieved success athletically but what
remains most impressive is the fact that both
of them have been model citizens for younger
students to look up to.
Although they are both
great athletes, they are
grounded despite their
successes. Both clearly
are promised continued
success in college and
beyond, but demonstrate
an understanding of the
importance of not what
they do on the
court or field, but
how they act off of
it.
N

Brown towers over his comparatively
diminutive little league teamates at
Cooperstown.
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Meet the Triple Threat of DHS 2017:

An Introduction to Darien’s Multi-talented Triumvirate
What are the odds, an
over-curious mind may ask,
that a mother gives birth to
triplets? According to fertility experts, it’s a paltry,
yet not inconceivable, one
in 8,000; an exceedingly
rare natal outcome, maybe
-- but not so infrequent it
lures the attention of the
New York Post’s Page Six or
the greedy imaginations of
a TLC producer.
But what if I told you, however, that -- of this strictly
hypothetical trio, one was a
girl who came to reach the
heights of her school’s government, winning fiercelycontested elections to both
the award-winning Theater
308 and senior class officer?
And what if she had a sibling who wrote exposés for
her town’s newspaper, illuminating the underreported
perils of poverty while her
peers were manipulating
margins and font sizes to
meet page requirements for
an English paper?
And lastly, say these two
sisters had a brother for
whom the phrase “know-itall” could be safely applied
without negative connotation -- a veritable savant
who not only won first place
in his state’s geography bee,
but proceeded to then win
twenty-five thousand dollars on the nation’s most
well-watched trivia show.

For most, the probability of such a set of triplets
-- comprised in equal parts
leader, journalist, and intellectual, with a collective
resume longer, and denser,
than most corporate executives’ -- is so infinitesimal
so as to be disregarded as a
Powerball ticket.
But for those who have attended Darien High School,
or have been lucky enough
to collide paths with them,
it is no hypothetical fiction.
Meet the Boreckis -- Michael, Lizzie, Claire -- a
prodigious triumvirate that
every day borders on statistical impossibility.
Even if you’ve never had
the pleasure of directly
meeting a Borecki, it’s almost certain you’ve been
exposed -- in some form or
another, to them; whether it
be through theater, the PA
system, or even NBC at seven o’clock, it’s hard to hide
from their wide-reaching
slew of achievements and
activities.
Though the difference is
mere minutes, and functionally irrelevant -- Lizzie
technically is the first-born
of the three, a fact that does
not necessarily explain, but
nevertheless reflects a confident, charismatic attitude
she has translated into an
impressive track record of
leadership. In the past two
years, she has won posts as

Claire, Lizzie, and Michael join hands in a
youthful embrace.

by johnathan stimpson

A sampling of Kolderup’s images of nature and a carnival.
Demonstrating their academic prowess,
no Borecki is left empty-handed at DHS’
annual awards night.

Community Council’s Volunteer Coordinator, a position that entails organizing
a number of school events,
Senior Class Officer, and finally, President of Theater
308, a sprawling theatrics
group composed of fifty
members, two productions,
and a budget in the thousands. “Being in a position
of leadership affords me the

opportunity to help other
people and foster a more
harmonious environment,”
Lizzie said, explaining her
proclivity towards management-type roles. One of the
changes she’s most proud
of spear-heading is an updated homecoming event,
a make-over that transformed the once ill-attended, oft-mocked soiree into
a more popular occasion
centered around a bonfire.
Complementing her involved, school-active schedule, Lizzie too has fostered
a certain infamy for her
morning announcements,
bellowed daily with a spirited brio that is unmistakable

normally associated with
this uber-affluent enclave.
She writes, for instance, in
an illuminating article entitled “How They Live Here
-- The Financial Struggles
For Not So Wealthy Students in a Wealthy Town,”
that “Darien’s incredibly
high median income means
that the middle class faces
a different issue: a culture
and mindset that doesn’t include them, and a constant
feeling of being misunderstood and alone. ” Writing,
and journalism specifically,
in her words, “affords an
opportunity to at least try to
make a difference through
awareness.”

“Writing, and journalism
specifically, affords an opportunity
to at least try to make a difference
through awareness.”
- Claire Borecki

Kolderup
Years
later, the tripbehind
the
lets,
though
lens.individualismore
tic, have maintained
a special bond.

to students’ tired, morning
ears. “Listening to her recite the Pledge of Allegiance
works better than a cup of
coffee,” sophomore James
Louis grinned, indicating
the inexorable energy Lizzie
brings to each of her undertakings.
Leadership in the Boreckis is not, it should be noted,
limited to Lizzie -- sister
Claire helms the day-to-day
operations of Theater 308
as Stage Manager, a role in
in which Claire is charged
with the onerous task of
ensuring a play’s smooth
completion -- a job that can
include everything from
prop design to soothing the
concerns of anxious actors.
“Being Stage Manager is a
difficult, but rewarding position that has taught me
a lot about conflict resolution,
time-management,
and organizational skills,”
Claire said, reflecting on her
tenure as 308’s Problemsolver-in-chief.
Claire has also pursued a
writing career with similar
success. In addition to this
publication, she has had
a number of articles published in Darien Times, covering a swath of topics not

Beyond the realms of
thespians and newsrooms,
brother Michael has flourished in his own niche: the
competitive world of trivia. A self-described “nerd”
(he views the word not as a
lazy pejorative, but rather
a mark of pride), his longtime love for answering obscure questions began early
on, in the back of an elementary school classroom.
“I would sift through atlases
for hours, at first excited by
the colorfully-labeled countries, and then eventually
by the geography itself,” he
said. It was through this
hobby that Michael naturally prevailed in his school’s
geography bee, quickly
answering questions that
would leave even highranking officials for the
State Department stumped
(proof: Michael’s clinching
question asked him to name
which landlocked country
harvests timber and floats
it down the Ubangi River to
transportation facilities in
the Democratic Republic of
the Congo). This early success not only cemented Michael’s passion for trivia, it
marked the beginning of a
true dynasty; he won Con-
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Claire, Lizzie, and Michael Borecki
necticut’s state Geography
Bee, sponsored by National
Geographic, three times,
sending him each year on
an all-expense paid trip to
Washington D.C.’s finals.
In high school, Michael
parlayed his geographic
expertise into Quiz Bowl, a
club that he was instrumental in founding and then
managing. Over four-years,
he led the charge as DHS’
team garnered an impressive record of hardware,
placing highly at national
championships in Atlanta,
Dallas, and Chicago. On
his contributions to the
nationally-ranked
team,
Quiz Bowl’s faculty adviser
Mr. Dan Record said, “He’s

complex, ranging, to borrow a few ecological terms,
from mutualistic to territorial. At times, they appear
to be three like-minded
souls, divided by little more
than the womb and a few
stray genes: Lizzie, for instance, said of her sister,
“she takes care of me, and
I don’t know what I would
do without her” -- a sentiment amazingly bereft of
the biting irony that typically stains such remarks
about one’s sibling. At others though, the Boreckis
veer more towards individualism, seemingly united only by last name and a
shared home. As Michael
said, only half-kidding, “we

“[Michael is] the founding father
of the program, and I admire him
greatly for his leadership and
perseverence.”
- Mr. Dan Record, Quiz Bowl Adviser

the founding father of the
program, and I admire him
greatly for his leadership
and perseverence.”
Rounding out his trivia
career in spectacle, Michael

often go out of our way not
to talk each other,” adding
that each of the siblings will
quickly sequester themselves upon arriving home:
“I’ll do my things, doing my

Somewhat tellingly, if given
the choice to live in any part
of the country, she immediately chose the fictional
pastures of Charlotte’s Web
as her ideal domicile.
Poignantly demonstrating
the divide between the two
-- one edgy and the other
more stereotypically “pure”
-- during a family trip to
Lake George a 16-year old
Lizzie was errantly offered
the park’s 12-year old and
under discount; later that
night, Claire, in a certain
comical contrast, was invited to an art gallery’s open
bar.
Yet if Claire is the family’s
more sophisticated socialite, and Lizzie its youthful
heart, then Michael is the
one who stands off to the
side, unwilling to engage in
such playful characterizations. With a shrug, he simply said, “I like to keep my
eyes on the prize,” revealing a determined individual who, unlike most of his
peers, does not, admittedly
watch Netflix.
“A bit anal retentive,”
Claire can’t help but qualify, responding in kind to
Michael’s previous charge
of laziness.
While all three will be
attending small, and relatively similar, New England

Trivia guru Michael stands aside
the venerable Jeopardy host
Alex Trebeck .

was selected -- after a rigorous process of interviews
and testing -- to compete
in Jeopardy’s Teen Tournament, where he placed
third, winning a full year’s
salary to the tune of twenty
five thousand dollars.
In addition to this hefty
cash bounty, his brief moment of stardom earned
him a small cadre of adoring female fans, who sought
the erudite teen on Snapchat and Instagram shortly
after his television stint.
Though none of these
groupie-to-bes
materialized, he concedes with a
bright smirk, Michael clearly enjoyed the recognition
that came with being featured on a show with millions of viewers. “It’s not
why I did it, but being recognized in public is a nice
extra benefit,” he said.
Although they are often
referred to by the collective
pronoun, the relationship
among the siblings is more

homework, playing video
games, while Claire will
watch Netflix and Liz will
listen to music.”
Though their relationships are usually amiable,
having withstood the more
hostile prepubescent years,
all three of the Boreckis
agree that it is the latter that
is now more often the case:
“We are completely different people,” they say, taking
care to place particular emphasis on the “completely.”
While
sitcom-esque
molds have their limitations -- Claire, as her siblings see it, is the “cool” one
of the family, someone who
is “more artsy, social, and
enjoys going out.” With a
fiendish grin, Michael can’t
help but add, “maybe a bit
lazy.”
Lizzie, on the other hand,
hues towards a more innocent temperament, likening
herself to “almond milk,” a
metaphor apparently chosen for its wholesomeness.

liberal arts colleges (Michael, Lizzie, and Claire are
matriculating at Bowdoin,
Wellesley, and Colby, respectively), simply asking,
“what would you like to do
in ten years?” is enough to
put their differences in outlooks, values, and dispositions into sharp relief.
Though he gained a sort
of measured fame for his
ability to name the capital
of Mali (Bamako, he said,
without pause) or the name
of William Faulkner’s celebrated 1930 tome (What is
As I Lay Dying?), Michael’s
future ambitions reveal,
not a tortured bookworm,
but a buttoned-down professional who tilts towards
pragmatism. Although he
cautions as to the uncertainty of his goals, he nevertheless sketches a notably-detailed ten-year plan:
“I’d like to live in Northern
Virginia, and then work in a
cushy government job”; of
his preferred Beltway em-

ployers, he mentions serving as an economist for the
Congressional Budget Office, an independent agency
tasked with auditing budget
proposals, or as a lawyer for
the Federal Trade Commission. While working for the
federal government seems
a slightly odd goal for a

Of the three, Lizzie easily
portrays the most uncertainty, more comfortable
with the flexibility of vague
platitudes than the certainty
of any definite career path.
“I can see myself working in
computer science, or maybe
diplomacy?” she said, vacillating between ostensibly

“I wish people would seek to
better understand, if not
neccessarily accept each other -to be nice to each other”
- Lizzie Borecki

teenager -- especially in a
fiscally-conservative town
where Goldman and McKinsey alumni are ubiquitous
-- it reflects his commitment to comfort and satisfaction over salary. As he
tells it, what’s most important is “doing what I enjoy,”
because, as he succinctly
-- but more than effectively
-- puts it, “when you don’t
like what you’re doing, it
sucks.” Despite having curried a reputation as a detailoriented overachiever, he
summarizes his values by
stating firmly, “don’t mistake me for someone who
wants to work for the sake
of working.”
Yet whereas Michael
sticks to middle-class sensibilities -- a nine-to-five job
that leaves ample time for
family and hobbies -- his
sister Claire is less certain
about her future, outlining a comparatively amorphous path that one could
describe as vaguely “hipsterish” or “indy.” Unlike
her brother, who is content
with the well-manicured
lawns of Arlington County,
Claire pictures herself as a
type of modern “nomad,”
dabbling in various jobs
and cities. “I can see myself
maybe working as a journalist or a lawyer, hopefully
in a trendy city with a lot of
art festivals,” she said, portraying a characteristic ambiguity (in another moment
she jokingly contemplates
adopting a cadre of chickens). Yet whatever career
path she ultimately traverses, she is adamant that
it be one that contributes
to positive social change,
perhaps reflecting what is
already a well-established
altruistic streak. For example, nearly a month ago,
and possibly foretelling
employment as non-profit
director, she managed to
raise nearly 20,000 dollars
in a Go Fund Me campaign
benefiting an injured classmate. Her work for The
Darien Times, where she
also interned, is a rich portfolio of essays that discuss
Title IX compliance at the
high school and the struggles of growing up poor in
a town almost universallywealthy. And so whether
the favored medium going
forward is the power of the
pen, legal brief, or viral social media, what’s certain is
that she aims “to shape my
life around the goal of helping others, especially those
who lack the means to help
themselves.”

unrelated interests. Professional doubt aside, one
notices that she tends to return to a particular phrase
-- evoking the words of Rodney King, fused with a sort
of kumbaya ethos, Lizzie
often asks, “why can’t we
all just get along?” To her,
nothing is more disturbing
than avoidable conflict and
pointless hostility, problems that today seem to
be worsening, not improving; and so naturally when
asked if there is one thing
that she could change in the
world, it’s simply a general,
“I wish people would seek
to understand, if not necessarily accept each other
more -- to be nice to each
other.” The lack of specifics is not because she hasn’t
given the earth’s many troubles close thought -- indeed,
she enjoys her social studies classes the most for that
reason -- it’s that her stance
against hate is so core to
her personality that anything short of blanket world
peace would be prematurely admitting defeat.
Although the phrase
“world peace” is typically
dismissed by most as a comically-idealistic standard,
reserved only for uncreative
politicians, to Lizzie -- it’s
the bare minimum, a conviction that reflects an unwavering positivity refreshing in an era of polarization
and terrorism. In talking
with her, one often gets the
sense that if you were to
bring a half-drank glass of
water -- not only would she
dub it half full, she’d proclaim it to be history’s most
fresh, tastiest beverage.
That intense optimism -which is each day hollered
through DHS’ loudspeaker
vis-à-vis the morning announcements -- shows a
person who is an unlimited
reservoir of unbridled kindness, discharged effusively
and without restraint.
Prognosticating the future is always a dicey
proposition, fraught with
peril; it’s hard to say if, in
ten years, Michael will be
working for the Federal
government from a neatlygroomed home, Claire will
serve as a journalist, or if
Lizzie will leave the world
any more peaceful then how
she found it.
But as a trio whose mere
existence defies mathematical odds and
statistical
expectations, never count them
N
out.

